IN PRACTICE
Altering the human genome for therapeutic purposes is now a reality. Several forms of change are possible, but essentially they involve the addition, removal or alteration of DNA. Changes can be effected in various ways such as introducing DNA sequences into cells using viral vectors or using gene editing techniques. From an ethical perspective, gene editing is globally acceptable when performed on somatic cells (i.e. cells of the body excluding gametesova and sperm). Gene editing of gametes in humans, particularly for purposes of enhancement, is not condoned.
CAR T-cells
Anti-CD19 chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell therapy is an effective new therapy for patients with aggressive B-cell malignancies including leukaemia and lymphoma. It genetically engineers T-cells to express a synthetic antigen receptor (i.e. the CAR), consisting of an extracellular antigen-recognising receptor (targeting CD19 on B-cells in this therapeutic application) coupled to intracellular signalling domains that allow T-cell activation following recognition of the antigen. The therapy produces a redirected, effector T-cell antitumour immune response in a major histocompatibility complexindependent manner. Although CD19 is expressed on all B-cells, malignant and non-malignant, eradication of normal B-cells seems at this time to be well tolerated, and a recovery in non-malignant polyclonal B-cell expansion has been shown in patients with complete response to CD19 CAR T-cell therapy. [1, 2] Two CAR T-cell therapies (both targeting CD19, Table 1 ) were approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2017. The first, tisagenlecleucel, is indicated for relapsed/refractory (R/R) B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia in paediatric and young patients (<25 years of age). In the pivotal clinical trial with 75 participants (followed up to date), a complete remission rate of 81% was reported. [3] This response rate is impressive considering that the participants had failed on two or more prior therapies, including allogeneic haematopoietic stem cell transplantation.
The second therapy, axicabtagene ciloleucel, is indicated for R/R B-cell lymphoma in adults. The pivotal clinical trial with 101 participants reported a complete response rate of 54%. [4] This response is a notable improvement over the outcome of the prior standard of care, namely high-dose chemotherapy and autologous haematopoietic stem-cell transplantation, where overall response rates of <30% and a median overall survival of 6 months are generally observed. [5] The European Commission and the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in the UK have recently also approved the use of both CAR T-cell therapies. [6] Initially, NICE stated that one of the treatments was too expensive to be eligible for coverage by the National Health Service; however, this decision was reversed once a way was found to reduce cost. [7] Although these CAR T-cell therapies are approved for different indications and populations (Table 1) , their functionality or mode of action is virtually identical: both target and kill CD19-expressing B-cells. Subtle differences do, however, exist in the architecture of the CAR (transmembrane and co-stimulatory domains), which may differentiate the rate of tumour killing and persistence of the CAR T-cells. [8] The risk of adverse events and even mortality related to neurotoxicity and a systemic immune response (cytokine release
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The fields of cell and gene therapy are moving rapidly towards providing innovative cures for incurable diseases. A current and highly topical example is immunotherapies involving T-cells that express chimeric antigen receptors (CAR T-cells), which have shown promise in the treatment of leukaemia and lymphoma. These new medicines are indicative of the changes we can anticipate in the practice of medicine in the near future. Despite their promise, they pose challenges for introduction into the healthcare sector in South Africa (SA), including: (i) that they are technologically demanding and their manufacture is resource intensive; (ii) that the regulatory system is underdeveloped and likely to be challenged by ethical, legal and social requirements that accompany these new therapies; and (iii) that costs are likely to be prohibitive, at least initially, and before economies of scale take effect. Investment should be made into finding novel and innovative ways to introduce these therapies into SA sooner rather than later to ensure that SA patients are not excluded from these exciting new opportunities.
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syndrome) that is associated with CAR T-cell therapies [9] precludes interchangeability. This means that extrapolation of the CAR T-cell therapies to other patient populations, particularly children, when they have only been tested in adults, [10] should not be considered lightly. Safety of patients is the priority, followed by efficacy.
Accessibility and socioeconomic status
Often questioned is whether technological advances such as novel immunotherapies, gene therapy and genome editing are relevant to low-and middle-income countries (LMICs), given more pressing priorities such as delivery of basic healthcare services, education, and food and water security. Is it ethically justifiable for LMICs to support use of advanced technologies in the face of challenges in meeting the basic needs of the general population?
Distributive justice concerns the socially just allocation of goods in a society. Although reflecting a noble principle, it is problematic to enforce in resource-strapped settings. A simple egalitarian approach to distributive justice may, however, insist on meeting basic needs first, and it may be justifiable to allocate some resources to all populations who need healthcare. However, resource constraints require careful rationing decisions, often based on finding the most cost-effective treatments for commonly occurring diseases. Antiretroviral therapy (ART) for HIV in South Africa (SA) provides a pertinent illustration. The principles of health economics lead to the view that it makes sense from both a clinical and an economic perspective to provide ART, because everyone stands to benefit. In practical terms, gene therapy for HIV leading to a 'cure' would be possible and sensible, if the once-off cost of such gene therapy were less than the lifetime cost of HIV treatment, the anticipated medical complications and costs to society more broadly. Currently, the cost of gene therapy in SA would far outweigh the cost of lifetime ART for HIV, although the cost of anticipated medical complications and the costs to society are more difficult to define. Nonetheless, by analogy, the use of CAR T-cell therapies in SA is not currently sensible from a health economics perspective, since the infrastructure, equipment and manufacturing costs are likely to be prohibitive. In the USA, the costs for the FDAapproved CAR T-cell therapies are USD475 000 and USD373 000 for tisagenlecleucel and axicabtagene ciloleucel, respectively. [11] In general, lower costs are expected for provision of these treatments in Europe and the UK. [7, 12] Cost reductions are likely to occur in the future as these technologies are refined and adapted to local settings. One should also bear in mind that economies of scale are likely to result in significant cost reductions.
According to the World Bank, SA has the highest Gini coefficient globally, which reflects large inequalities in individual/household incomes. This inequality is clearly visible in the healthcare sector, where more than 50% of total annual health expenditure in the country is in the private health sector (<20% of the population), while less than 50% is in the public health sector (which serves >80% of the population). Several high-end (expensive) technologies are available in the private sector but not in the public sector, which is challenged by budget constraints. It is therefore possible that innovative medicines such as CAR T-cell therapies may enter the SA market initially through the private sector. Although it is regrettable that public sector patients may not benefit initially, being able to demonstrate the efficacy of these innovative medicines in SA patients may persuade the funders of public healthcare to allocate resources for the application of these new medicines, albeit at a significantly lower cost.
This state of affairs raises the question whether SA should refrain from participation and simply be a bystander in the development of rapidly evolving and highly efficacious, albeit costly, new medicines. Arguably, the answer is a resounding negative. To refrain from participation in relevant research and innovative medical practice that, in time, may benefit all South Africans, merely because of current resource constraints, is not sensible or reasonable.
Regulatory oversight
Although manufacture of CAR T-cell and other immune and gene therapies is technologically demanding and resource intensive, it will be possible to overcome these limitations in SA once facilities are constructed and personnel are appropriately trained. The healthcare regulatory system, on the other hand, is markedly underdeveloped and is likely to be challenged by the ethical, legal and social requirements implicated by these new therapies. The challenges must be addressed as soon as possible using guidance and lessons learnt from the USA and EU. It may be noted that on 11 June 2018, the US FDA published detailed and comprehensive draft guidance for the development, review and approval of gene therapies, which addresses issues related to manufacturing, testing and long-term follow-up. In addition, specific guidance was provided for gene therapy for haemophilia, retinal disorders and rare diseases. [13] 
Conclusions
It is critical that SA's diverse populations are involved in research on these new therapies to ensure that they will be safe and effective for local use. Time and effort should be devoted as a matter of urgency to finding novel and innovative ways to introduce innovative therapies such as those described here into the healthcare sector in SA while recognising the diverse needs in our society. This will allow all deserving patients, irrespective of socioeconomic status, to benefit from these new developments and not simply to be bystanders in a rapidly evolving field. 
